
Companies from Busan, Ulsan, Gyeongnam, 

Let’s Go to Ethiopia, the land of Vibrancy 

Busan, Ulsan INNOBIZ Association 

Launched International Economists’ Forum 

Discussed ways of economic cooperation  

between two countries. 

 

Busan, Ulsan, Gyeongnam Companies equipped with technology capabilities 

started to launch into Ethiopia, the most vibrant country in the world. 

Busan, Ulsan INNOBIZ Association (Chairman Kim Sang Jin) and 

Ethiopia Embassy in Korea (Ambassador Shiferaw Jarso) launched “Korea-Ethiopia Business Association” at Marina Blue Kitchen Hall in Haeundae Busan on July 12, 2017(Picture). 

Shiferaw Jarso, Ethiopia Ambassador and Jo Jong Rae, Adminstrator of Busan Regional Office of Small and Medium Business met together and discussed ways of economic cooperation 

between two countries. Chairman Kim Sang Jin stressed in his address that “ Ethiopia was the only African brother country dispatched over 6,000 of veterans named “Ganyu Troop” to 

protect Korea during Korean War. Now two countries in 67 years got together as an important economic partner.Through this Association we hope to find out the ways to face with fierce 

world economy and develop together”. 

Amha Hailegeorgis (Minister Counsellor) introduced Ethiopia in his presentation as one of the most vivid country with over 100 million population, the second biggest next to Nigeria in 

Africa and sustained two digits of fast economic growth for the past 12 years. He also stressed that Ethiopia has been stable in social and politically since 1991. F.D.I(Foreign Direct 

Investment) was allowed and protected by the constitution and Investment law. Many countries including China, Turkey already invested and Ethiopia now occupies 18.5% out of all F.D.I in 

African continent. As for the merit points of Ethiopia, he emphasized that over 60% of population are young and workable with world lowest labor cost coupled with the lowest cost of 

electricity in the world and the infra-structure such as road, railway marine, aviation transportation etc., has been expanded and replenished. INNOBIZ Association decided to organize 

business group planning to visit to both countries at least two times within this year. Chairman Kim also pointed out that Ethiopia could be the land of opportunity to Korean companies 

suffering from high production cost by taking well advantage of the most reasonable labor, electricity and raw material cost as well. Considering fast growing Economy in Africa, it will be a 

new market place to the Korean companies invested in Ethiopia.    (Busan Daily Newspaper dated July 13,2017) 



 

 

 

 

 

 


